South Carolina’s Macy Crawford releases thought-provoking electropop story of “juliet”
Out October 22, 2021 via Tipsy Records

Press Release
Macy Crawford is a fresh new talent from South Carolina whose single “juliet” is her debut release
for Tipsy Records. Macy has a striking voice that combines the range and grace of Mariah Carey and
Ariana Grande with the soulfulness and subtlety of Brandy. “juliet” is your introduction to her
forthcoming conceptual EP “hamartia”, a thought-provoking project about the fatal flaws of some of
our favourite tragic fictional heroes and heroines. It’s a fascinating theme, and Macy’s golden voice
and her burgeoning sophisticated sense of songwriting in “juliet” are captivating and unique and will
only make you want to hear more. We solidly believe in and support Macy’s foresight and creativity,
which is certain to draw in music fans looking for more depth and quality in their pop songs. “juliet”
also happens to be co-written and produced by one of Tipsy Records’ most gifted mainstays,
“American Idol” finalist Robbie Rosen.
Listen to “juliet”:
“juliet” by Macy Crawford
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About Macy Crawford

Macy Crawford is a 20-year-old singer and
songwriter from South Carolina. She has
released numerous singles that are available
on all streaming platforms. She is proud to
drop her debut five-song EP “hamartia”,
produced by Robbie Rosen, on Tipsy Records
before the end of the year, and will be
working alongside various Tipsy Records
producers on follow-up singles.
STREAM “juliet” at this link:
https://ffm.to/macycrawford-juliet

“juliet” is another remarkable, quality release for Tipsy Records. The label has now achieved over
65 million streams just on Spotify with tracks from its five-year catalog of breaking talent such as
Alex Parker, Famba, bvdkult, Frank Pierce, MKJ, Nick Peters, Flyboy, Giiants, Dunisco and Toniia.
The label has a highly tuned ear for its own brand of discovery in both underground and
mainstream hits, licensing to labels including Epic Oslo and Parlophone France, amongst others.
Tipsy is currently flourishing in partnership with Florida based Symphonic Distribution.
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